TYPO3 Core - Bug #13003

singleIndex rows not showing up due to browser security violations

2011-02-12 18:08 - Tolleiv Nietsch

Status: Closed
Priority: Should have
Assignee: Tolleiv Nietsch
Category: Workspaces
Target version: TYPO3 Version:
PHP Version:

Description
opening up the singleIndex list in the preview module won't show any columns and will trigger a JS-security exceptions. That's due to the usage of "top.TYPO3..." within the columns and that won't work if the document.domain setting isn't present (single-source restrictions)

Associated revisions
Revision f52e8dad - 2009-12-13 19:48 - Xavier Perseguers
Fixed bug #13003: Move back methods belonging to t3lib_sqlparser
git-svn-id: https://svn.typo3.org/TYPO3v4/Extensions/dbal/trunk@27658 735d13b6-9817-0410-8766-e36946ffe9aa

Revision f00ae48f - 2009-12-13 19:48 - Xavier Perseguers
Fixed bug #13003: Move back methods belonging to t3lib_sqlparser
git-svn-id: https://svn.typo3.org/TYPO3v4/Extensions/dbal/branches/DBAL_1-0@27659 735d13b6-9817-0410-8766-e36946ffe9aa

Revision 4113 - 2011-02-16 08:50 - Tolleiv Nietsch
#Fixed bug #13003: singleIndex rows not showing up due to browser security violations

Revision ca1b0d3b - 2011-02-16 08:50 - Tolleiv Nietsch
#Fixed bug #13003: singleIndex rows not showing up due to browser security violations
git-svn-id: https://svn.typo3.org/TYPO3v4/CoreProjects/workspaces/workspaces/trunk@4113 743128fe-103e-dd11-99c4-001b210b3e58

Revision 4114 - 2011-02-16 08:50 - Tolleiv Nietsch
Fixed bug #13003: singleIndex rows not showing up due to browser security violations

Revision f5f32d42 - 2011-02-16 08:50 - Tolleiv Nietsch
Fixed bug #13003: singleIndex rows not showing up due to browser security violations
git-svn-id: https://svn.typo3.org/TYPO3v4/CoreProjects/workspaces/workspaces/branches/4.5@4114 743128fe-103e-dd11-99c4-001b210b3e58

History
#1 - 2011-02-16 09:00 - Tolleiv Nietsch

2020-02-21
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset r4113.

#2 - 2013-12-10 01:08 - Michael Stucki
- Category set to Workspaces

#3 - 2013-12-10 01:10 - Michael Stucki
- Project changed from Workspaces & Versioning to TYPO3 Core
- Category changed from Workspaces to Workspaces

#4 - 2018-10-02 12:34 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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